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StreamGuys Lift San Jose Sharks Out of the Shark Tank 

and Into the Streams  
 

StreamGuys’ SGrecast is growing the NHL giant’s global reach via its 24/7 audio streaming 
channel, Sharks Audio Network, as well as providing ad insertion and monitoring services 

 

SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA, February 28, 2024 – Established in 1991, San Jose Sharks is a 

professional NHL hockey team based at San Jose’s SAP Center in the Bay Area of San 

Francisco. In 2001 they ended a 20-year run on The South Bay’s 98.5 KFOX station to push off 

its own 24/7audio network, with StreamGuys’ SGrecast managing all podcast automation, 

rebroadcasting and live streaming across multiple platforms. 

 

The Sharks Audio Network is a power play for fan engagement and provides rolling 24/7 audio 

content for San Jose Sharks fans across the globe. Delivering a mix of live regular season and 

Stanley Cup playoff games alongside a packed schedule of on-demand content, the team 

produces a full program of interviews, player profiles, replays, pre-game shows, highlight 

packages, lifestyle programs and live news. 

 

With a background in radio, veteran play-by-play announcer Dan Rusanowsky is also involved in 

all areas of audio production. Now in his 33rd year with the Sharks, he is ideally placed to keep 

fans across all the action from what the locals refer to as the “Shark Tank”. 

 

“I am best known as the play-by-play commentator for the San Jose Sharks, but I also operate 

the Shark's audio network and, along with our staff, coordinate everything related to audio 

production,” says Rusanowsky. “I've been with the Sharks since the team was formed in 1991 

and I was charged with setting up radio network coverage, so managing audio has always been a 

normal part of operations for me. But when we went 24 hours it expanded everything we were 

doing.” 

 

Having worked with StreamGuys since 2019, Rusanowsky turned to its SGrecast SaaS platform 

to help him convert and republish live content, expand the platform’s distribution, and monetize 

the Sharks’ online footprint to get a bigger bite of their overseas fanbase. With most listeners 

accessing its stream on the Sharks Plus SAP Center app, the San Jose Sharks website also uses 

the SGrecast player to provide a dedicated hookup. 
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“Although we still have a terrestrial radio network in Northern California, we don’t currently have a 

flagship radio station in the Bay Area, and we decided to push people toward our 24-hour 

programming on the app,” says Rusanowsky. “It gives us access to people in places we have 

never been able to reach before, and SGrecast makes it very easy to continue to deliver 

programming to the NHL and to our partners at Skyview Satellite for our terrestrial affiliates. 

 

“SGrecast acts as a bank which manages all our programming, and automatically archives our 

content,” he says. “SGrecast’s record capability gives us an aircheck of a game within minutes of 

the program finishing. It means we can edit and repackage quickly; we can upload a condensed 

version for reuse, remove outdated commercials, or edit out any mistakes on the live broadcast, 

and re-upload them wither in the same or in a different space. SGrecast makes it very easy.” 

 

The Sharks’ approach to generating content means it now has a dedicated studio at the SAP 

Center that replaces the studio that they would have had at the radio station, and being in full 

control of content means that not only are more people getting hooked on the Sharks, but the 

team is also better able to monetize content for even greater return. 

 

“Terrestrial radio still does live programming very well, but I think that that's starting to change 

with the younger population,” says Rusanowsky. “Operating across multiple channels allows us to 

utilize our programming for client acquisition as well as client retention, and the Sharks Audio 

Network is an outstanding way to make sure that our fans stay engaged with the product.” 

 

“Dan’s production creativity has led to exciting republishing workflows where the Sharks 

repurpose on-demand content as live, and live as on-demand,” says StreamGuys source, Neil 

Carducci, Quality Assurance Tester, StreamGuys, who adds that Rusanowsky has provided 

useful feedback on SGrecast that has helped StreamGuys optimize its impact for the Sharks and 

other customers. “Dan is a very technical user who also has a vision for the big picture.” By 

mixing recordings, live broadcasts, scheduled broadcasts, and podcasting, the Sharks have 

maximized SGrecasts content repurposing potential.” 

 

Rusanowsky adds that they are using StreamGuys’ ad insertion technology to inject commercials 

into non-live programming, and the analytics helps them share with advertisers how many 

impressions the ads are getting, who they are reaching and who is finding their product. 

Meanwhile, SGreports tells them who, where and when people are listening to the full stream, 

helping them identify regions where interest is strong, and target marketing in those areas. 

 

“It's like expanding transmitter coverage to an infinite area and doing it with full digital quality. I 

think a lot of organizations with smaller audiences would find it very valuable,” he concludes. “If 

you can get a signal out and get an audience, and do it in a very cost-effective way, there's no 

reason why anybody wouldn't want to do it.” 

 

About StreamGuys, Inc. 

Founded in 2000, StreamGuys is an industry-leading service provider of live and on-demand 



 

 

streaming, podcasting delivery and software-as-a-service (SaaS) toolsets for enterprise-level 

broadcast media organizations. The company brings together the industry’s best price-to-

performance ratio, a robust and reliable network, and an infinitely scalable cloud-based platform 

for clients of any size to process, deliver, monetize and playout professional streaming content. 

StreamGuys supports many of the world’s largest podcasts, global TV and radio broadcasters, 

video and audio production companies, houses of worship, retail and hospitality businesses, 

government organizations, medical and healthcare services and live venues for sports and 

entertainment. The company excels in developing and deploying technologies for business 

growth and revenue generation, including dynamic ad insertion, Alexa skills, mobile streaming 

and detailed business and data analytics. 
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